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Background

• Spectral cues generated by pinna reflections
dominate elevation localization

• Given visual feedback, barn owls are able to
adapt their acoustic mapping to changing
cues

• At a young age, altering visual representation
with prisms can shift auditory localization
responses

Can humans adapt acoustic mappings?



Research Questions

• How do pinna molds affect spectral
shape cues?

• Does the human auditory system exhibit
the ability to adapt in response to
altered spectral cues?

• If yes, does this adaptation subsist once
spectral cues are returned to normal?



Methods
• 4 adult participants
• Wore two custom-made ear molds for up to 6 weeks
• Measured pinna filter functions

– Mic 1-2mm from ear drum measured SPL of sounds
presented at multiple locations

• 2-D localization quantified several times a week (prior
to inserting molds, during and post-removal)
– White noise sound bursts in dark anechoic room
– Tracking eye movements
– Fixed head position
– No response feedback
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Dramatically altered spectral shape cues, but new spectral information
about stimulus elevation is consistent

Light colors =
sound
amplification

Dark colors =
sound
attenuation
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High localization accuracy in azimuth and
elevation prior to mold



Immediately after mold insertion,
localization at a fixed sound angle
regardless of actual elevation

Azimuth almost unaffected



After long
periods
wearing
molds,
sound
localization
returns to
baseline



Target and response coordinate correlation
• Linear

regression
lines
between
target and
response

• Azimuth and
elevation
increase over
timeLi
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Localize as well as on day 1
Implies that both filter sets are simultaneously

represented in the auditory system

Immediately after
mold removal

Pre-test
localization with
natural ears

With mold after
adaptation



Conclusions and implications

• Human auditory system is capable of
adaptation in response to altered spectral
cues

• Learning new cues did not interfere with
neural representation of original cues

• Different from other sensory adaptation
because both filter sets are simultaneously
represented in auditory system



What could be happening

• Like learning a new language?
– Neural resources are potentially being

redistributed to better process ambiguous sounds
provided by the new pinna

• How is the correct pinna filter selected?
– Prominent notches and peaks clue listeners into

which pinna mapping to use
– Listeners can feel molds and know which mapping

to use


